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1. Fleshlight Products and Other Sex Toys
If you want sex toys for cheap, Fleshlight toys aren’t the best option. Cheap Fleshlight knockoffs don’t get the
job done – you have to pay for quality.
When new sex toys are released, there usually isn’t a whole lot of fanfare about it. Most guys just aren’t that
interested in sex toys for guys, so most new toys get little to no attention. This may simply be because most guys
haven’t been introduced to modern men’s sex toys. Once a guy has experienced what even the most basic, cheap
Fleshlight toy can do, he often changes his tune and becomes interested in the newest sex toys.
When it comes to sex toys for guys, there aren’t a ton of options. Most toys are just replicas of various parts of
the female anatomy, whether they’re vaginas, mouths, or asses. These toys generally don’t do a lot in terms of new
ideas, and the basic “pocket pussy” design hasn’t really evolved much over the years. In many cases, there isn’t
even a lot of effort put into making these toys feel real. This has led to shelves filled with toys that are basically
just featureless cylinders made of cheap synthetic skin.
On the flip side of the coin, there are sex toys for men that are just entirely over the top. Take the RealDoll, for
example. This is something that seems more like some kind of tech demo than like a real sex toy – and the price
tag of several thousand dollars makes it pretty impractical for the average guy anyway. Besides, a lot of men are
just weirded out by the idea of an actual sex doll – it’s just too much! Even men who can’t explore their fetishes
with a real woman are likely to be a little put off by these sex dolls.
For another example of an over the top sex toy, consider the Venus 2000. This is a unique sex toy that offers a
totally hands-free masturbation method. It’s a big and bulky thing that costs a couple thousand dollars. While it
does offer the ability to fine tune your hands-free masturbation to your liking, it’s still a pretty big price to pay.
It’s not really fair to compare the relatively cheap Fleshlight toys with these other extremes, but it just goes to
show you what kind of toys you can get with a more modest investment. While a cheap Fleshlight isn’t going to do
the work for you, it does give you an incredibly real feeling experience for around $60. Not to mention, a cheap
Fleshlight toy is going to be much easier to store, clean and operate.
When it comes to sex toys that your average guy is going to actually be interested in and be able to afford, you
can’t really find a better value than the Fleshlight. Steer your browser over to the Fleshlight website and check out
their Fleshlight selection – you’ll be satisfied and you won’t have to break the bank.
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2. Customize Your Fleshlight Toy
One of the most enticing features of Fleshlight toys is that they can be customized. Choose your favorite
Fleshlight options and enjoy!
Build the Fleshlight of Your Fantasies
If there’s one name that always seems to come up when talking about male sex toys, it’s the Fleshlight brand.
This toy rose to prominence due to a few different factors, not the least of which is the incredibly realistic skin
used in them. While that’s always been a big draw for these toys, the favorite feature for many men is the wide
range of options available for these toys. In just a few steps, any guy can get the perfect sex toy for his needs.
Making your own custom Fleshlight couldn’t be easier. It only takes three quick steps. Step number one is
probably the least important of all – just choosing the color of the outer casing. As you may know, these toys are
shaped like flashlights, and you can choose the color of the outer shell that holds that actual toy. Some guys prefer
the clear casing that allows them to see the action while they use the toy. Other colors include black, silver and
blue – choose your favorite!
With that step complete, you’re on to the more exciting stuff. Step number two is to select an orifice. While
many people refer to Fleshlights as “pocket pussy” toys, they aren’t all shaped like pussies. You can go with the
classic “pink lady” labia shaped opening, but you can also opt for a mouth or butt shaped hole. There’s even a
more discreet slit-shaped orifice that makes it look less like a sex toy.
This choice is a simple matter of preference. Do you love nothing more than a good blowjob? The mouth is for
you! An anal fan? Go for the butt! If you can’t choose, remember you can always get another Fleshlight.
Step number three is by far the most important and interesting one. In this step you’re choosing the inside
texture of your toy. The orifice you choose is only a small part of the sensation – the texture actually provides the
bulk of the feeling.
You have a lot of options for this step. The standard texture is quite simple and is basically what you’d find in
any other male sex toy, just a smooth texture. You can get this texture in normal, tight or ultra-tight variations. But
why settle for the boring when you could get something more exciting like the “Wonder Wave.” This is a texture
that’s lined with ribbing to provide a unique sensation. That’s just one example, though. There are many different
textures that each provide a unique sort of sexual pleasure. You’ll want to collect them all!
Your perfect Fleshlight is just waiting for you to design it. It’s time to start making masturbation great every
single time. Let these amazing toys change give you the ultimate in pleasure.
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3. Accessories for the Fleshlight Sex Toy
The Fleshlight sex toy brand makes great toys that are even better with accessories. Read on to what accessories
are available for the Fleshlight sex toy.
The Fleshlight sex toy is the number one name in male sex aids because it offers a superior quality product.
These toys have some great features, such as the realistic “Real Feel” skin and special textures that redefine the
way a man experiences pleasure. If you own a Fleshlight sex toy or even a couple, you may be thinking that there’s
no way that these toys can get any better But have you tried any Fleshlight accessories? There are a few options for
accessories that can make your Fleshlight sex toy experiences even better!
The standard option for Fleshlight sex toy accessories is known as a mount. These tools exist to give men a way
to make masturbating with a Fleshlight more like real sex. One of the downsides of using Fleshlight toys is that
they still require a lot of hand movement to enjoy them. Even if you don’t use the toy to jerk off like most guys do,
you still have to hold the thing in place awkwardly while thrusting at it. This isn’t really the most comfortable way
to enjoy your toy! If you want a way to experience a Fleshlight hands-free, you need a mount!
The Fleshlight company offers three different official mounts for Fleshlight toys, though you may also be able
to find some third party options. The first and most basic mount is referred to as the “On a Mission” mount. This
one is designed to help a man simulate missionary position sex. It’s essentially just a small “ramp” with a hole in it
where the Fleshlight can be inserted. Once it’s inserted, the user can just climb on top and it recreates the same
angles as missionary sex.
If you find yourself bored with missionary position, you may want to consider the mount known as the “Top
Dog.” Doggy style is a very popular position with many people, and that’s exactly what this mount is designed to
recreate. This mount is perfect for a guy to kneel on his knees and enter the toy from that position.
If that’s not enough thrills for you, there’s another doggy style mount known as the “Double Dog Dare.” This
one features two holes on either side of the mount, allowing you to use two different Fleshlight toys
simultaneously. If your favorite fantasy is a threesome with two hot ladies, this mount can be a great way to
explore that by using two Fleshlight with different orifices and textures.
Fleshlgiht accessories aren’t cheap, but they can be worthwhile if you want to experience masturbation in a new
way. If you thought you were having fun with your Fleshlights before, just wait until you try them with one of
these great accessories!
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4. Buy Fleshlight Girls and Live Out Your Favorite Fantasies
Buy Fleshlight Girls toys and experience porn in the best way possible. When you buy Fleshlight Girls toys,
you’re getting as close as ever to your favorite stars.
Buy Fleshlight Toys and Experience Porn in a New Way
Porn is one of the hugest industries in the world and its only getting bigger each year. Porn is especially
prevalent on the internet, where it’s just a click away at any given moment. That’s given rise to a new generation of
porn stars who are more connected than ever with their fans. Many porn stars have their own blogs that give them
a more personal connection with their fans, and this has a led a lot of men to develop a stronger connection with a
particular girl.
If you’re one of the many men who has developed strong feelings toward a specific porn star, you’ve probably
fantasized about actually having sex with her. After all, porn serves as a way for us to explore or fantasies, and
these adult film stars are the ones who help us live out those fantasies that we might be too ashamed to talk about
in real life.
In any case, actually having sex with the porn girl of your dreams is probably not a realistic goal. You can get
the next best thing, however, if you buy Fleshlight Girls line of products. What are Fleshlight Girls, toys? If you
haven’t heard of Fleshlight, it’s the most popular sex toy for men in the world. It looks kind of like a big flashlight,
but the plastic casing is actually just a housing for an awesome sex toy.
Due to their discreet form and their high quality materials and design, Fleshlight toys have become the favorite
of many men. When you buy Fleshlight Girls toys, you’re getting something even better than the basic Fleshlight.
These toys are designed based on some of your favorite porn starlets, from the mainstream to some lesser porn
actresses.
These toys don’t just bear the names of these porn stars. When you buy Fleshlight Girls, you’re getting toys that
are actually modeled off the real genitalia of these popular actresses (or their mouths or asses, if you prefer).
What’s more is that you get access to special internal textures that aren’t available with any other versions of the
Fleshlight.
For example, you can get the unique “Lotus” texture with any Fleshlight girls toy. The Lotus is without a doubt
the most realistic recreation of a real vagina that you’ll find anywhere. The Lotus texture starts with an extra snug
opening that widens as you plunge further inside. Then you’re reach some unique “lotus nodes” that further
contribute to the realistic feel. Keep pushing and you’ll feel what feels like a woman’s actual cervix.
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Of course, you have to just experience the texture to really get a sense for how good it feels. You may be more
curious about what girls you can get when you buy Fleshlight Girls toys. There are many to choose from: blonde
babe Jesse Jane, exotic beauty Katsuni, alt-porn goth girl Joanna Angel and many more. Pick your favorite and
enjoy!
This great toy can be combined with the great Autoblow for intense pleasure!
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5. Fleshlight STU: Improving Masturbation and Real Sex
The Fleshlight STU is a unique masturbation toy that helps you build your sexual stamina. Enjoy the Fleshlight
STU during masturbation and have better sex too!
Enhance Your Lasting Power during Sex with the Fleshlight STU
If you ask a dozen different men what it takes to get women off during sex, you’ll probably get a dozen
different answers. If you were to ask a dozen women, however, you’d hear one answer pop up pretty consistently:
in order for a woman to get off, she needs a man who can last a long time in bed. Women need regular stimulation
over the course of several minutes before they have any chance of reaching their climax. Unfortunately, most men
just can’t deliver that. Most guys reach orgasm way too quickly.
Are you one of those guys? Hate to burst your bubble, but there’s a good chance that you are even if you think
you always get the job done. It’s become pretty commonplace for women to lie about having orgasms during sex
so as to spare their partner’s feelings. Some women also feel ashamed that they can’t orgasm during sex, even
though the fact is that the majority of women share their problem.
So what can you do about it? There are a lot of masturbation techniques that you can use to make sex last
longer and improve your sexual stamina. However, there’s one method that stands out as the best because it
delivers the longest lasting results and its actually fun to do it at the same time!
You see, a lot of stamina enhancement methods involve doing things like wearing extra condoms or using
numbing creams. These methods can work but they also limit how much pleasure the guy himself feels. While
some men are willing to sacrifice their own pleasure so their partner can enjoy it more, it’s not a sacrifice that
needs to be made, so why make it?
Instead, what you should do is use the Fleshlight STU. The STU stands for Stamina Training Unit. This is a
special version of the popular Fleshlight sex toy that is designed with one main purpose: to help men train to last
longer during sex. Ultimately, you could use any Fleshlight toy to do this, but the Fleshlight STU is by far the most
effective and efficient method.
This is because the Fleshlight STU has a special texture that is made to provide the most amazingly intense
sexual sensations imaginable. Some people complain that the Fleshlight STU doesn’t feel realistic enough. What
they don’t realize is that that’s not necessarily a bad thing – the STU is in many ways more stimulating than actual
vaginal intercourse. That makes it a more intense test of your sexual endurance, and thus a more effective training
tool.
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Another reason to try the STU is that it includes a guidebook that will help you with some stamina training
exercises that you can do with the toy. Follow what the book says and keep training, and before you’ll have the
stamina of a horse!
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